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1.Describe how college students view 

their online life and the role social 

media plays in it.

2.Explain the complex nature of 

identity, self-concept and selfhood in 

virtual and technology-mediated 

environments.

3.Apply concepts of digital identity and 

digitized development in educational 

interventions for students.



(Turkle, 2004, para 6)

“I want to study 
not only what the 
computer is doing 
for us, but what it 
is doing to us.”

- Turkle





College Students, 
Social Media, Digital Identities, 
And The Digitized Self



89%

of adults 18-29 years old use social media

67%

access it on mobile

98%

of adults ages 18-29 are on the internet
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younger generations

are using the internet,

social media, and mobile

technologies at a high rate







“The major 
achievement of 
normal development 
was a firm and fixed 
‘sense of identity’”  

-Gergen

Traditional theories held that…



We no longer exist 
as playwrights or 
actors but as 
terminals of 
multiple networks.

-Baudrillard



“The attempt in this 
case is to construct 
an ontology that 
replaces the vision of 
the bounded self as 
the atom of the 
social world.”  

-Gergen



“Identity” is what one is and 

carries with it a series of 

properties. Although “identity” 

and “self” have been conflated 

in discourse, they are 

understood here to be separate 

but related.  “Self” is subject 

to “identity” as object.  From 

one’s sense of self flows one’s 

identity (and potentially 

identities).  



Question
Research

How do college students conceptualize who they 
are and how they present themselves when they 
are engaged in digital and social media? 

@paulgordonbrown



Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation

(Rogers, 2003)

sample
16  student

College students 18-24 years old


‣ Completing/completed coursework in social media (half) 

‣ Identified by college staff has heavy/sophisticated users (half) 

Student Profile


‣ From a highly selective research university on a residential 

campus near a major metropolitan area in the Northeast



Weekly 

6%
Daily 

6%

Multiple x Per Day 

88%

FACEBOOK

Weekly 

13%

Daily 

19%

Multiple x Per Day 

69%

INSTAGRAM

Infrequently 

13%

Daily 

19%

Multiple x Per Day 

69%

SNAPCHAT



Male 

25%

Female 

75%
Female 

80%

Latino/Hispanic 

20%

Grad 

6%

4th Year 

69%

3rd Year 

13%

2nd Year 

13%

No, Coursework 

50%

Yes, Coursework 

50%

COURSEWORK YEAR

GENDER ID
RACE



qualitative inquiry

grounded theory

(Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990)



Pre-interview Questionnaire


‣ Establish usage patterns of participant 

Semistructured Interview (First Session, 1 hour) 

‣ Probe how students understand self 

‣ Examine how sense is made of online/offline life 

Synchronous Ethnographic Tour * (Second Session, 1 hour)


‣ Observe how students interact online 

‣ How is identity constructed/understood 

Semistructured Interview (First Session, 1 hour) 

‣ Probe how students understand self 

‣ Examine how sense is made of online/offline life
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*

(Martínez Alemán & Lynk Wartman, 2009, p. 23)



Take out your 
phones. 

Open a social 
media app. 

Go to your 
profile.



What do you use this 
app/site for?



What types of content 
do you post to this 
site? 

What types of content 
do you consume on 
this site?



What types of 
relationships do you 
have on this site? 

Do you know all of 
these connections? 

How do you know 
them?



How would you 
describe yourself as 
a user on this social 
media site? 

If you had to describe 
yourself on this app/
site as others view 
you, what do you 
think they’d say?



How important is this 
site to you?  In other 
words, if I were to 
take your access to it 
away, what would 
you miss, if anything?



How reflective are you about what 
you post on social media and how 
you are viewed? 

How does it feel to “hold up a mirror” 
to yourself and your social media 
accounts?



Digital Identity

Digitized Development

@paulgordonbrown



Digital Identity

@paulgordonbrown



digital stamp





We need to educate 
students on digital 

reputation.



Digital Identity

@paulgordonbrown



A Psychological 
Process

@paulgordonbrown



eRezLife

Digitized Development



Marcia Baxter Magolda’s 
Theory of Self-Authorship



Student explores and experiments 

openly with social media.  This is 

strongly influenced by authorities 

(parents/guardians) through access 

and peers through peer culture.


Student does not understand how 

online and offline interactions can 

impact each other or possess a 

sophisticated understanding of 

context.

Student makes conscious choices 

about social media usage and how it 

fits into life desires, outlook, and goals.


Student realizes that one’s online life 

requires constant renegotiation as 

one’s goals, needs, contexts, and 

circumstances change.



Digital Identity/
Reputation

vs
Digitized 
Development

What We Produce vs What We Are

What Other People See vs How We See Ourselves

Can Be Taught 

Through Rules
vs

Must Be Learned 

Dynamically

A By-Product Of 

Development
vs

The Developmental 

Process Itself



Digital Identites 

Digitized DevelopmentOne’s level of sophistication in 

navigating digitized development 

impacts how one chooses to present 

one’s digital identities and how one 

understands these digital identities in 

relation to their sense of self.

One’s digital identities and the exploration 

of and action through these identities 

influences one’s level of sophistication in 

navigating digitized development (and 

potentially how one conceptualizes one’s 

selfhood as digitized).
Digital identities are the different representations and 

personas students take on through different social media 
platforms and in presentation to different audiences.

Digitized development is what occurs when developmental 
processes, behaviors, and life experiences play out 
differently as a result of the influence of social and digital 
technology, their affordances, and the virtual spaces these 
technologies create.  

Reciprocal Relationship



Moving from External 
to Internal Definition



Pursuit of 
Likes



Addie discussing the pursuit of Likes:

“‘How many Likes did your post get? 

What does that mean?’ 

…That number in itself doesn’t mean anything 
unless you compare it to other posts.  Then 
you get in that whole thing where people start 
comparing themselves to other people. That 
really isn’t the best route to go down. 

Is that what you should be doing whenever you 
have a piece of content and it doesn’t do as 
well as someone else’s? 

What does that say about you?



I personally don’t think that that should be 
something you take personally. 

‘Wow everyone on the Internet hates me.’ 

I don’t think that should be the reaction but I 
don’t know that everyone else feels the same 
way. I know people that have deleted posts 
because they don’t get enough Likes.  I know 
people who Unlike a photo on Instagram 
because it suddenly now has a hundred Likes 
and they’re mad about.  That doesn’t make 
sense to me.  You’re thinking about it too 
much.”



“That number in itself 
doesn’t mean anything 
unless you compare it to 
other posts.” 

-Addie



“Then you get in that whole 
thing where people start 
comparing themselves to 
other people. That really isn’t 
the best route to go down.”

Addie

“You’re thinking about it 
too much.”



IMAGE: CHOMPOO BARITONE

Curating 
Perfected 

Images





“…in the back of my 
mind there’s a certain 
standard of interaction 
that I get on every single 
tweet that I don’t want 
to make sure I don’t 
drop below.” 

- Mesut



IMAGE: CHOMPOO BARITONE

Selective 
View of 
Reality



Hallie discussing how social media creates a 
perfected image…

“I think it was cool that [my professor] asked 
us think about the highlight reel. Do we use 
social media as a highlight reel of our lives and 
how many times out of ten would you say that 
you wouldn't post something because it's not a 
highlight. 

And all of us were like, “Oh, all the time.” 

He was like, “Go through your day. How many 
things would you post, and how many wouldn't 
you?” 



…I would just encourage [educators] to ask 
their students about recognizing—not 
necessarily changing it—but recognizing that 
what they post, and what other people post, 
isn't 100 percent their lives.  Because there's a 
lot of times when you think that people have 
the best life ever because of what they're 
posting.  When in reality they're going through 
a lot, and probably many similar things that you 
are, but because they're posting all this fun 
stuff, you think that their lives are perfect.” 



“…we use social media as a 
highlight reel of our lives and 
how many times out of ten 
would you say that you 
wouldn't post something 
because it's not a highlight.” 

- Hallie



context collapse
when  physical and virtual worlds collide 



masks

a dance

outfits



“…it’s almost like doing a 
dance that you can’t be 
too much of something.” 

- Liam



games
playing



“I've got to keep up.” 

- Annie



“Yeah it’s exhausting…  
it’s what causes my unhappiness…  
the comparisons get so intense… 
I feel like I’m just a constant failure” 

- Logan



IMAGE: CHOMPOO BARITONE

Consuming 
Perfected 
Images



“That’s what, I assume, [is] 
causing my greatest 
dissatisfaction at [college].  
Seeing my life in comparison 
to others.” 

- Logan



“I definitely think about it 
more than I should.” 

- Ashley



We need to teach 
students to own, 
rather than be 
owned by, 
technology.



Emergence of 
Digitized Selfhood





A saturated Self? 

A dispersion of Self? 

One Self? 

Multiple Selves? 

How are the online 
and offline Self/
Selves related?



More Separate 
Digital/Physical Worlds

More Integrated 
Digital/Physical Worlds

Analogies



“Different masks, or the 
different faces I'll put on for 
different social media 
platforms. It’s not necessarily 
that I'm a completely different 
person, but it's just different.” 

-Meghan



“I have this one identity but it 
kind of molds a little bit to 
match what is necessary for 
each social network. Not 
necessarily lying about myself 
it’s just that I kind of fit my 
identity into that specific one I 
guess.” 

- Logan



“It's like a piece of you and 
each social media outlet is a 
different piece of you…” 

- Grace



More Separate 
Digital/Physical Worlds

More Integrated 
Digital/Physical Worlds

Analogies



Use of Technology

Heavy UsersLight Users

Digitized Development

High Level SophisticationLow Level Sophistication

Digitized Selfhood

mulitplistic/relativistic/relationalsingular/unitary

Heavy technology usage is necessary but not 

sufficient for digitized development to emerge.  

One could be a heavy user of technology and yet 

not use it in a way that leads towards greater 

digitization of development.  

Similar to physical world development, individuals reach 

towards higher level sophistication in navigating 

digitized development over time. 

Digitized selfhood is the extent to which one 

views digital/virtual spaces as an integral part of 

one’s being and therefore constructs concepts of 

self that are more multiplistic, relativistic, and 

relational as opposed to singular and unitary. 

Technology Usage, Digitized Development, and Digitized Selfhood

?
??

Digitized selfhood was 

hypothesized, but only weakly 

found in this study.

Digitized development is what occurs when developmental processes, behaviors, and life experiences play out differently as 

a result of the influence of social and digital technology, their affordances, and the virtual spaces these technologies create.  



Implications for Practice



don’t teach

fearwith



don’t teach with
shame



Stay 
current

on tech 
trends.



Engage with students on 
social media because we 
need to understand them in 
all of their contexts.  Be open 
to a different (not necessarily 
better or worse) way.



Teach 
college 
students 
about 
managing 
their digital 
reputations.



How would a 
grandmother react?



colleges and employers 
are listening



Learn from and with students 
how to navigate the online 
environment.  Help them 
avoid mistakes.  Help them 
understand their self-
presentation and reputation 
online. Be a role model.



Chart their own path.



It’s okay… and even advised…

to take a break from social 
media on occasion.



making 
mistakes 
is better 

than 
faking 

perfections



vulnerable
be



Understand how social 
media may impact the 
developmental process-both 
in light of current theory and 
in ways we do not yet 
understand.  Be able to help 
students understand, 
navigate and leverage it.



being a good partner
to our students



Future Research
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